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An ex-cop partner at a high-powered law firm tracks the firm's star litigator, who has disappeared
with $5 million of a client's money.

About the AuthorScott Turow is the author of many bestselling works of fiction, including
Testimony, Identical, Innocent, Presumed Innocent, and The Burden of Proof, and two nonfiction
books, including One L, about his experience as a law student. His books have been translated
into more than forty languages, sold more than thirty million copies worldwide, and have been
adapted into movies and television projects. He has frequently contributed essays and op-ed
pieces to publications such as the New York Times, Washington Post, Vanity Fair, The New
Yorker, and The Atlantic.
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Elizabeth Vieira, “Surprising and Delightful. Turow has always developed his characters
splendidly and this is no exception. Sometimes, though, I wished he would get on with the plot
instead of the long explanations of human nature (which, admittedly, is food for thought.) Mack's
dark whit is hilarious and entertaining. And the whodunit at the end caught me by surprise. I will
also have to admit that as someone who has always been a loyal and hard worker but has been
looked over and unappreciated, I enjoyed how he eventually raided his company of millions and
got away with it. But I never had the opportunity or the nerve.Not five stars only because The
Burden of Proof is still one of my favorites. Well, on to the next Turow novel.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Plot twists that are truly surprising. Throw tells a linear story that leaves
you jolted as thoroughly as if he were messing with the timeline. Wait -what??! The central one -
what if and underwritten by enough money to never think of it again - is delicious, made my head
jangle and too excited for sleep. The other has my brain going back over how I missed that turn
amid all the smart and sassy repartee. what happens - the.events.and conversations that unfold
- is turned on its head first by the why and then the how. Stupendous!”

Joanne B., “Internal Monologue. Interesting plot and colorful characters, but too much time
spent with main character’s ruminations about childhood and self doubts. Not one of my
favorites.”

Smoke Eater, “Quintessestial Antihero. Forget your Jason Borne, Jack Ryan, etc. Mack Malloy is
all they are not. He has more fallabilities than virtues. And yet he's the hero of "Pleading Guilty."
He never gets ahead of the story line and always seems on the verge of losing everything,
including the girl. Mack is no do-gooder, always pushing the boundaries of decency and the law
to stumble through the case, barely fending off his former cop partner. The author is a master of
analogy and never misses an opportunity to describe scenes in visual-inspiring detail.”

carlster21, “Brilliant. One of the best reads in a long while.Plot was great, and it was hard to put it
down. Characters were so well described and all in all a very ,very, good book,”

Diana S. Dawson, “Unusual. Scott Turow is my favorite fiction author. His characters are always
multilayered but I can't imagine how he conjured up Mac Malloy the protagonist in Pleading
Guilty. He is a very unusual character. I'm shaking my head over this guy. If you're interested in a
fast read, just want to kill some time waiting at the airport this novel or any of Turow's other fiction
books are not for you.”

ForceProtection1, “another terrific, tangled, sensate read from turrow. i am an unexpected fan of
legal thrillers.a soldier by trade, i still enjoy the masterful way s.t. bares for us all the panoply of



human frailty, triumph, intimate emotion & and reflection.please excuse any spelling errors.”

Javier Remon, “Scott Turow at his best.. After reading all Grisham's books, I have tested Scott
Turow. I have enjoyed it very much, but I would not recommend it to anyone whose mother
tongue is not (American) English.”

The book by Scott Turow has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 781 people have provided feedback.
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